


“There are years that 
ask questions and 
years that answer”

-Zora Neale Hurston
Their Eyes Were Watching God



How will the assessment 
for learning movement 

lead us through the crises 
of the moment to a more 
just and student-centered 

future of public education? 
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Goals for the event
● We connect with new assessment for 

learning peers 

● We set powerful learning intentions for the 
coming season

● We identify ways that AFL  2021 can help us 
build a more inclusive and powerful 
movement 





All Materials: bit.ly/aflwinterlaunch

Rename: e.g. Tony (he/him), NGLC

Break: At our halfway point

Zoom Norm: Mute your mic, not yourself!



All Materials: bit.ly/aflwinterlaunch

Rename: e.g. Tony (he/him), NGLC

Break: At our halfway point

● Listen to each other with our full attention

● Speak our truths, be mindful of our impact

● Embrace connection

● Seek the edge of our learning



Introduce Yourselves

Each person should respond in 30 seconds or less:
Which space character did you choose and why?

Once everyone has spoken briefly, move to these prompts:
What is your ‘why’ for joining this event and/or 
being part of the assessment for learning 
community? 

12 Minutes





Please share your 
‘why’ for being here 
and/or being part of 
the AFL Community









Alcine Mumby
Deeper Learning Coach
Envision Learning Partners



“We set out to explore 
the moon and instead 
discovered the Earth”

- William Anders, Astronaut on the 
Apollo 11 Mission















Three minutes

What is one word or phrase that stays with 
you from this Earthrise Chat? 

What was it like to look at assessment 
through the lens of justice?



Each person should respond in 30 seconds or less:
What word or phrase did you write down? 

Once everyone has spoken briefly, move to these prompts:
When YOU look at assessment through the lens 
of justice, what do you see? What questions 
does this raise for you? 

20 minutes





What is an 
important story, 

question or practice 
that came up in 

your conversation?



It’s almost break time!

There are three more Earthrise Chats
 on the landing page: bit.ly/aflwinterlaunch

● Engagement, Evidence of Learning & Zoom School
● Rethinking the Foundations of Accountability
● Families Engaging Schools

Please watch one (or more)
before returning from break.



Break Time
Please remain 
logged in!



Two minutes

What is one idea you heard in the Earthrise 
Chat that you’d like to share? What makes 
this idea important?



Each person should respond in 60 seconds or less:
What is one idea you’d like to share from the 
Earthrise Chat you watched? 

Once everyone has spoken briefly, move to these prompts:
What connections do you hear in what your peers 
shared? How might assessment for learning 
expand power for students, families and 
communities?  

20 Minutes





What is an 
important story, 

question or practice 
that came up in 

your conversation?









What are you 
moved to do and/or 
learn based on this 

experience? 



#RethinkAssessment




